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Zoe Basson, age 8 

If you enjoy books with sticky situations 

in, you will like this one.  

I enjoyed Raymie Nightingale as it 

made me laugh a lot. 

One of the things that makes the book 

interesting is that it has many plot lines.     

I like the way Raymie Clarke looks at 

the world, but Louisiana Elefante is my 

favourite character because she made 

me laugh, as she is very naive.  

I found the character of Beverly 

Tapinski very interesting because she is 

very defiant and not afraid of anything 

- or so she says!  

Raymie Nightingale is a great 

book and I would recommend it to anyone and everyone. I think this 

book is suitable for children aged eight and over. 

 

Joshua Zinkin, age 11 

It's a clever friendship story that raises questions, is very enjoyable 

and makes you laugh, despite being sad in places. Perfect for the age 

group and easy to read.  

This is a good friendship story about three girls. Raymie wants to win the 

competition that involves twirling a baton, and then hopefully things will be 



 

right in the world and her father will come home. She also needs to perform 

good deeds, and learn to be friends with the unlikely characters she's thrown 

together with. Each girl is so different - one who is tough and strong, one who is 

shy and quiet. But in the end they learn to share their adventures and get along. 

There was much humour as well as some sadness - in places it really makes you 

laugh. There is some 'unrealistic' plot development, but the magic of the story 

shines through. It started really quite slowly, but then suddenly the pace picked 

up and I couldn't put it down. It does revolve completely around the girls 

though, so although generally I'm happy to read about either boys or girls, this 

felt very 'girly' to me. The language is simple and yet really effective, so clever. 

www.MinervaReads.com 

 

Jasmine Harris-Hart 

A wonderful story about friendships between three girls and how 

they helped each other throughout their ups and downs.  

The three friends met at a baton twirling lesson. They all wanted to win the 

pageant but Ramie wants to win it to get the attention of her father by having 

her photograph in the paper. He had run off with a dental hygienist, leaving 

Raymie and her mum with mixed emotions.  Raymie decides to hatch a plan to 

get her father back and the plot centres around what she does. 

The story is very exciting and I really enjoyed it, it had funny bits as well as sad.  

My favourite character in the book was 12 year old Raymie, because although 

she was going through a lot of problems in her life she was very strong.  10/10, 

would read again. 

www.jasminesblogonbooks.blogspot.co.uk 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 


